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To know Jesus better,
And to make Him better known

Lockdown inspires a new Church!

An inevitable outcome of the coronavirus lockdown is that some churches
will never unlock their doors again. As with many businesses they will not be
able to survive the financial ‘hit’ from the lockdown.
I am sure Broadway United Reformed Church will not be one of them, but
many were struggling to keep their heads above water before covid 19 and
the Moderator expressed his concern that they would not survive at a Zoom
meeting of ministers in May.
It will be cause of great grief for many church members, but with an Easter
faith we can look forward knowing that from death comes new life. As we
have just celebrated Pentecost it is an opportunity to reflect on how the Holy
Spirit can bring good from every bad, or, perhaps, sadness is a better word.
When everything was formless, empty and dark the Spirit of God was
hovering and when God said “let there be light,” there was light. The world is
experiencing a similar time of emptiness and darkness now, but the Holy
Spirit will inspire us with new life. Genesis is the beginning of something
new and new life will come when the doors can be unlocked again.
I am confident that we will not be one of the churches that will die, but we
will be living very differently. I also believe we can be stronger because of
how we are coping with the physical separation because we have developed
such a powerful spiritual connection.
The lockdown has been an opportunity to get to know each better and build
relationships that are the foundation of a good family. The Holy Spirit is
using the opportunity to encourage us to draw closer together as one than we
might ever have done before.
We have always extended an invitation to the wider community and
provided a warm welcome, but in recent months we have helped people feel
as if they really do belong to the Broadway URC family. It’s nothing to do
with the technical stuff, like Zoom, YouTube, Facebook or any great IT
wizardry because it has just needed the old fashioned telephone.

It’s the one to one conversations through which the Holy Spirit is giving the
Church in Broadway a new life so thank you to everyone who calls someone
to ask how they are. Our calls to each other haven’t been asking for a favour
or for a job to be done, but have been a genuine concern and compassion
through which people feel valued.
I don’t know what Church will be like in the months to come, or even for
years ahead, but it will be different. It will also be stronger because of the
LOVE shared over the telephone.
Thank you, everyone, for being the voice on the phone that has encouraged
people and given a new life to the Church.
God Bless, Richard

A Message from the Moderator

Revd. Steve Faber wrote to all churches in May
Dear sisters and brothers in Christ,
I know that several of our churches have suffered deaths from coronavirus,
and we will all have been touched and changed by the tragedies wrapped
up in a series of data slides in daily press briefings. I don’t need to tell you
the state of things in our country and around the world. We are eagerly
looking forward to the point where the “lockdown” restrictions are eased,
although there is continuing debate about when the right time for that will
be. Please continue to pray for one another and for those charged with
making difficult decisions that will affect us all, as well as those who
continue to serve our communities during this pandemic.
The United Reformed Church have been involved in a series of discussions
ecumenically and with the Government about plotting a path forwards. To
help with this, the Synod Moderators have prepared the attached
document, Ready for the new “normal”.

What is clear, whatever the Government may announce about easing
lockdown, is that we cannot simply rush to get back to how things were. We
are expecting that not to be possible legally. Even if regulation permits us to
get back to how we were working, it would be reckless. We are expecting
that older members of society and those vulnerable for reasons of health will
continue to be shielded. You will understand that this is the majority of our
church members. We are expecting that physical distancing measures will
still be in place for a long time to come. We must NOT, therefore, be ready
to simply open our doors and resume as we were immediately before
lockdown.
Elders’ Meeting (and equivalent councils in LEPs) will consider carefully what
measures must be in place before any activity in the building can resume. If
our expectations of a phased easing of lockdown is met, you will need to
think about those that cannot and must not rush back to your church
building. How will you continue to support and include them in your church
life?

Please remember that I and the other Synod officers are here to help and
support you in any way that we can. Do contact me with your concerns,
your hopes, your fears and aspirations as you uncover them through careful
study of this document.
Above all else, continue to love God and love your neighbour. We will do
this best by taking things slowly and carefully, and not risking lives through
rushing to resumption.

My prayers for you all continue.
Steve Faber, Moderator, West Midlands Synod

PERSONAL MEMORIES OF JOHN PAYNE
John and Mavis came into our lives from Olton Congregational Church
– a personal friendship which grew and was
treasured.
John had a very passionate view about all
those potentially controversial topics –
religion, politics and football! All of which
we became part of as we shared his other
passion for hospitality, alongside Mavis whose pastry ‘was to die
for’!!
The garden at South Littleton was a joy even when the size of it all
became something which most of us would have had help with – John
was in many respects an independent resisting most offers of help;
however, it was a bit worrying when we discovered Mavis with her
failing eyesight was still mowing the lawn with their ride-on mower!
It was clear that they both just loved and treasured their garden. Our
Church family had several BBQ’s there and Leslie (my husband) and I
celebrated many New Year’s Eve dinner parties with them and two
other friends from Olton Church. Happy memories connecting by
phone at midnight with their daughter, Sally, in Australia.
John’s passion for football sparked intense arguments among the
men, while the women tried to steer the topic away! Usually
unsuccessfully. One could never escape home for an early night
(never before 1am), so much was his love of conversation. One of
the last times I visited John and Mavis, his past memory was evident
in his recall of those happy times.

I almost forgot to mention the love of JAZZ, included in the memorial
service ably created by grandsons, Ashley, Oliver and George.

What John had to give, he gave with a deliberate generosity –
hospitality of home, garden, food and red wine!!; his time and
expertise as a dental technician even after retirement, and his
relentless study of the Old Testament. All these things he was keen to
share.
JOHN – resting and at peace with God.
Miss you – a life well lived!
Joanne
Just before lockdown Alex Robinson shared some of his experiences from a visit to
Ethiopia and has written to thank people for generous donations for the mission. He
says he had an extraordinary experience that he will never forget and explains what
they did:
“We stayed at a base house in the capital city, Addis Ababa. The majority of the trip
consisted of visiting various organisatons such as Ahope, which was an orphanage
for HIV infected children.
“We also visited a charity working with ‘street kids’. These were children who left
home aged between 7 and 14 years who were living on the streets, being exploited,
addicted to drugs and smoking. This was the hardest experience for me because
they were so young and have had such an unfortunate start to life.
“It made me realise how fortunate I was to be born in the UK. The charity helped to
bring them off the streets by providing clothing, food and shelter. These experiences
put life into perspective and made me very humble.
“Also during the first week we were searching for a community leader who had a
real passion and a strong vision for their community. It was vital we could financially
support a project that was needed and that could be sustainable.
“After a lot of discussion and interacting with local people, we were told about a
man named Pastor Tegene who lived in a very poor village about 1½ hours outside
Addis Ababa. He had been praying for 20 years for help in his community. We
travelled out there where I was shocked by the poverty. Many children had HIV and
were orphans due to their mothers dying from the disease. We sat down and

discussed Pastor Tegene’s vision for his community and we were very impressed
with his ideas.
“He wanted his village to become self-sufficient and able to feed themselves
which should have a multiplier effect as children will become nourished, healthy
enough to get an education, find a job and contribute to society.
“After discussions within our team, we told Pastor Tegene that we would help
him. As a charity we are strict in how we fund projects. Our charity, ‘Blessed to be
a Blessing’, makes sure that 100% of the money raised goes straight to the people
so with your great kindness, we raised a total of £5000 as a group.
“We feel confident that your money will transform the community we visited.
One member of the group will be returning to see how the project is going,
hopefully later this year. We will continue to monitor the progress of the scheme
over many years.
“The mission as a whole was incredible and I would strongly recommend that you
to do one! You would never regret it! “
Thank you, Alex Robinson

June
Prayer for the environment
Wherever we look, O God, we see Your face; in
sacred mountain and ancient forest,
in vast ocean and tiny creature.
We also find you weeping, broken, dying
in burning forest and concrete-ruined meadow in
oil-slicked penguin and melted glacier,
in thirsty children and over-heated coral reefs.
Wherever we look, O God, we see Your face.

Pilgrimage Trips to Everyday Places – first outings on our
new “vehicle”
A pilgrimage is a spiritual journey to a sacred place
Any journey can become a pilgrimage if the intention makes it so
Every place is holy because we can meet God anywhere
(From Pilgrim Companion, Chipping Norton Deanery, 2018)

When Corona virus reared its ugly head the Nomads Community
Bus was parked and our Pilgrimage Trips suspended as we played our part in
the nationwide response to save lives. Church buildings were closed, and
our activity groups including Look After Yourself, and Today’s our Day could
no longer meet.
Yet, although the buildings are closed the Church is still open.

We continue our fellowship by phone, letters, cards, email, what’s
app, zoom, and joining services on TV and on the internet.
We also stepped up our work developing the approach and content
for a new “vehicle” for Pilgrimage Trips. It doesn’t replace the wonderful
Pilgrimage Trips on the Nomads Community Bus. It is in addition to it.
The first Pilgrimage Trip was around Joanne’s Garden. To see how
people felt about it we ran three Pilots. Firstly, with the Richard and the
Elders, then with folk who had been on the minibus Pilgrimage Trips, then
with members of the wider congregation.
We were delighted that over half of the 55 people who were invited
to try it out gave us their thoughts which were very positive indeed, and we
are grateful for the ideas that we will fold into future trips.
We will run one trip each month. The material will be available to
everyone and can be sent to you by email, or if you don’t have email by
post.

The beauty of the idea is you can do it from your own armchair on
any day or time you prefer. However, the feedback strongly said that peo-

ple like the idea of travelling together so we have set the departure time as
10.30 am on the last Friday of every month.
We will also experiment with some themed trips. The next one will
be on Friday 26th June 2020 at 10.30 am.
If you have any questions or ideas please contact Joanne or Mark.

Ecochurch – Biodiversity Assessment
Despite the lockdown we are pleased to say that we have been able
to progress with our action plan to contribute to regenerating the
environment. We contacted Worcestershire County Council and
compiled a comprehensive pack to apply for inclusion in the Natural
Networks initiative.
Here’s their response:
Dear Mark,
Your email was lovely to receive this morning and I know the whole
team will be pleased to see new interest in the scheme. We have
assessed your Natural Networks Registration Form and are
pleased to tell you that you have met our eligibility criteria to be
able to benefit from a Biodiversity Enhancement Assessment
report. Our partners, the Worcestershire Wildlife Trust will now
arrange a site visit.
Lucy Mayo, Natural Networks Support Officer, Directorate of
Economy and Infrastructure,
County Hall, Worcestershire County Council

The professional assessment will provide us with guidance and
suggestions on how we could develop our land to encourage nature.
This can then be considered in conjunction with ideas from the
congregation. Please give us a ring or drop us a line if you have any
more ideas.
The Ecochurch Steering Group

Wilfred and Wendy the Wiggly Worms
Story 3 continued
They carried on working and were making very good progress, the
breathing holes worked and the food supplies team kept everyone
fed. Then the ground started to shake. This was not the blackbird.
Wilfred very, very, carefully looked out of a breathing hole. He saw Oi
You pushing a long spikey thing into the ground and give it a wiggle
and as he did so the ground moved a little bit. It would be sometime
before Oi You got to where they were so Wilfred told them all to go
back to the shrubbery roots for a meeting. One of the worms who
knew everything said it actually helped them as it loosened the soil
and made tunnelling easier and helped get air into the ground as well.
There was nothing they could do until Oi You had finished so they all
had a meeting to check how they were getting on and then had a
good rest.
Once it was safe they carried on tunnelling and it wasn’t long before
they reached the other side. Wilfred and Wendy found their children,
well most of them as Wally and Wayne had been eaten by the
blackbird when they had ignored their parent’s warnings and stuck
their heads out the ground when they
heard a tapping noise. They also
discovered they had grandchildren, all
of them had names beginning with W.
After a rest they caught up with all the
news. Minnie mouse had survived and
not been eaten by Ollie the owl. The
slugs had laid eggs before they were eaten by the hedgehog, so there
were lots of baby slugs slithering around. The hedgehog had found a

dry place to spend the winter and was busy collecting leaves to make
a nest. Even the rabbits were enjoying themselves as the fox had
moved away. Wilfred and Wendy found their old home in the rockery
and after a quick clean and tidy had a nice meal of marigold leaves.
‘Do you think those strange creatures who live in the pile of bricks
could build an underground movement system,’ said Wilfred. ‘I doubt
it’ said Wendy, ‘they are not that clever’. ‘It just shows what you can
do if everyone works together, it doesn’t matter what you do,
everyone can play their part according to their ability.’ ‘Very true,’
said Wilfred, ‘How about having a party to celebrate. We will have a
good sleep and have the party tomorrow, everyone’s
invited’.
‘Great’, said Wendy. ‘Good night’. And everybody went to sleep.

Birthday Celebrations
7th June

Joanne Griffin

17th June

Jill Hedges

19th June

June Willn

20th June

Michael Payne

23rd June

Pat Aberdein

25th June

Pam Peters

27th June

Chrisie Elliot
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Articles for the next Broadsheet can be sent to broadsheet.editor@hotmail.co.uk
or can be placed in the folder at the back of the Church
Closing date for articles 22nd June 2020

Due to the current circumstances there will be no Sunday
Services or activities taking place at the
United Reformed Church and Hall.

